
 

 

 

 

 

Week beginning 25th May 2020 

Hello again Year 2! A new week, a new set of challenges. As always we have been checking 

your books on Bug Club and adding new 2Do’s to Purple Mash. Given it’s half term we’d 

like to see how many of these fun family activities you can complete: 

 Sun Safety! 

We have hit that time of year when 

we have to think about how we are 

going to stay safe in the sun. Try 

these different tasks: 

 

Set yourself up an obstacle 

course indoors or out. Take it 

in turns to complete the 

course. You could use a 

stopwatch to time a lap. 

Find a cosy spot in your 

house and using blankets, 

tables, sheets or other items 

build yourselves a den that 

you can sit inside. 

Nature involves lots of 

patterns. Have a look around 

you and see what patterns 

you can find - symmetrical, 

coloured, lines, shapes can 

all be part of a pattern. 

During a walk, see which 

animals you can spot and 

how many of each. When you 

get home can you record your 

findings in some way? 

Set up a tuck shop in your 

house so you can practice 

using money, calculating 

change and budgeting to buy 

yourself a snack each day. 

Place a piece of paper on the 

ground outside and on top of 

it arrange some of your toys 

to create a shadow scene. 

Draw round the shadows for 

a permanent image. 

Go on a shade hunt: 

Find three places that 

would be good to 

play in, in the shade 

over lunchtime. 

Can you make a fun 

sun hat or pair of 

sunglasses? Try 

getting an adult to 

take a picture of you. 

Make a sun safe 

person using a 

balloon or a potato. 

Include shade, a hat 

and sunglasses. 

Try the Soltan Sun 

Ready Challenge app 

to watch videos and 

complete other 

challenges. 

Find the warmest 

and coldest surfaces 

in your garden or an 

outdoor space. Why 

are they hot or cold? 

Create your own 

action poem: Make 

up a small rhyme to 

remember to use 

suncream and a hat. 


